OUTWELL BRINGS ELECTRICAL CONVENIENCE TO THE OUTDOOR KITCHEN
With electric hook-ups becoming more
accessible than ever and often included in a site
fee, it makes sense to use technology to make
outdoor life more convenient, comfortable and
safe. And the new Outwell Kitchen Electrics
Range offers a variety of 230V solutions in
preparing meals for couples, families and groups
of friends.
Designed for European and UK operation, all
have been rigorously tested to conform to
current safety standards, with additional benefits including flameless operation without producing
harmful carbon monoxide.
The range comprises five models:
Whitby Skillet (pictured right) – This deep 1,300W skillet is easy to use
and ideal for hearty stews, roasting or frying. And, if you select the warm
setting on the easy-to-read adjustable temperature control, you can
serve the food direct from the skillet. The non-stick coating takes the
stress from cleaning up after dinner. The Whitby features heat resistant
handles, a toughened glass lid with handle and safety valve. It comes
with a 2.5m cable.
Selby Griddle (pictured left) –A flat non-stick easy-clean grill plate is the
perfect way to remove excess grease for a more natural fat-free grilling
process. And, the 2kW Outwell Selby Griddle brings convenient, healthy
cooking to the campsite kitchen. Adjustable temperature control and a
thermostat with indicator light offers flexible cooking for optimum taste.
The Selby features an easy-clean non-stick coating, heat resistant
handles and a 2.5m cable.
Darby Grill (pictured right) – Barbecues are often a favourite campsite pastime and the 2kW
Darby Grill provides a flat and ribbed grill with a non-stick coating that’s easy to clean. Fat-free
cooking is enhanced by a drain that channels excess fat into drip tray. Its detachable lid
converts to windshield and the adjustable thermostat fine tunes cooking. The base includes a
spice-holder and the Darby has a 2.5m cable.
Danby Contact Grill (pictured left) – Rustle up a quick toastie or perfectly grill
fish and steak with the 1.6kW Danby Contact Grill. It functions in three
positions, including table grill, and the adjustable thermostat with indicator
lamp provides the ideal coking temperature. It features an easy-clean non-stick
coating, heat resistant handles and a 2.5m cable.
Grimsby Induction Hob (pictured below right) – If a suitable power source is available then many
campers consider the use of an induction hob a no brainer. Flameless, fast cooling, no noxious
gasses and faster than conventional cooking systems, these energy-efficient hobs have many
benefits. The slim-profile Grimsby has easy-to-use touch selection for fast temperature control and
an easy-to-clean glass surface. It comes with a 2.5m cable.

For further information about these products and the complete
collection of burners and barbecues, including prices and to find
your nearest dealer, visit outwell.com
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